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Abstract

MLP-Mixer has newly appeared as a new challenger

against the realm of CNNs and transformer. Despite its

simplicity compared to transformer, the concept of channel-

mixing MLPs and token-mixing MLPs achieves noticeable

performance in visual recognition tasks. Unlike images,

point clouds are inherently sparse, unordered and irreg-

ular, which limits the direct use of MLP-Mixer for point

cloud understanding. In this paper, we propose PointMixer,

a universal point set operator that facilitates information

sharing among unstructured 3D points. By simply replac-

ing token-mixing MLPs with a softmax function, PointMixer

can ”mix” features within/between point sets. By doing so,

PointMixer can be broadly used in the network as inter-

set mixing, intra-set mixing, and pyramid mixing. Exten-

sive experiments show the competitive or superior perfor-

mance of PointMixer in semantic segmentation, classifica-

tion, and point reconstruction against transformer-based

methods. Code will be released soon.

1. Introduction

3D scanning devices, such as LiDAR or RGB-D sensors,

are widely used to capture a scene as 3D point clouds. Un-

like images, point clouds are inherently sparse, unordered,

and irregular. These properties make standard neural net-

work architectures [16, 40] hardly applicable. To tackle

these challenges, there have been numerous ad hoc solu-

tions, such as sparse convolution networks [6, 10], graph

neural networks [35, 39, 47, 48, 50, 53], point convolution

networks [29, 42, 49, 52]. Despite their structural differ-

ences, these techniques have all been designed to extract

meaningful feature representation from point clouds [13].

Among existing solutions, transformer [46] appears to be

particularly beneficial to extract features from point clouds.

Indeed, their self-attention layer that encompasses the dense

relations between tokens is specifically relevant in the con-

text of point clouds processing. The suitability of dot-

product based self-attention for point cloud understanding
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Figure 1. PointMixer. We introduce MLP-like architecture for

various point cloud processing, which can consider various point-

wise relations with larger receptive fields to ”mix” information.

has recently been underlined by various studies [2, 12, 58]

where significant improvements have been reported.

Beyond the well established realm of CNNs and trans-

former, MLP-Mixer [43] and Synthesizer [41] propose a

new architecture that exclusively uses MLPs. Based on

these pioneering studies [41, 43], concurrent works [5,

18, 23, 44] have been recently introduced. For instance,

ResMLP [44] emphasizes that MLP-like architectures can

take inputs of arbitrary length. Additionally, VisionPer-

mutator [18] addresses the necessity of position-sensitive

property in vanilla MLP-Mixer. We can also notice Cy-

cleMLP [5] which envisions the possibilities of MLPs for

dense prediction tasks. Despite an increasing interest in

MLP-like architectures and wonders about the necessity of

self-attention, the application of MLP-like architectures for

point cloud processing has not yet been explored.

In this paper, we propose PointMixer, the first MLP-like1

architecture dedicated to point cloud understanding. To
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this end, we construct a PointMixer network that consists

of an encoder-decoder MLP architecture with PointMixer

layers to mix point responses among an unstructured 3D

point cloud. As illustrated in Fig. 1, PointMixer concen-

trates on sharing information (1) within points (intra-set

mixing), (2) between point sets (inter-set mixing), or (3)

points in different hierarchical sets. Intra-set mixing is close

to the vanilla MLP-Mixer [43] layer. However, the idea of

inter-set mixing and pyramid mixing comes from the sim-

ple retrospect: Think about the points that treat me as their

neighbor. This is the clear difference compared to Point-

Transformer [58] that updates a query point only from its

grouped neighbors. To validate the effectiveness of our

layer design, we conduct extensive experiments on various

point cloud tasks including dense prediction: semantic seg-

mentation, point reconstruction, and object classification.

These large experiment suggests that our method achieves

compelling performances among recent transformer-based

studies [12, 31, 31] in S3DIS, ShapeNetPart, ScanNet, ICL-

NUIM, ModelNet40 datasets. Our contributions are sum-

marized as below:

• First MLP-like1 architecture for point cloud under-

standing, called PointMixer.

• Novel scheme to facilitate mixing of point features

through intra-set, inter-set, and pyramid-mixing.

• Extensive experiments in various 3D point cloud tasks

highlighting the efficacy of PointMixer compared to

transformer-based studies.

• New analysis out an unsolved question: is dense token-

wise interaction truely needed? [41], even for process-

ing of unstructured point clouds?

2. Related work

In this section, we introduce previous studies about deep

neural network for point clouds. Then, we detail the trans-

former and MLP-Mixer with their follow-ups studies.

Point-based networks. Without voxelization, point-based

networks [26, 29, 34, 42, 50, 52, 58] directly process input

point clouds. Since point cloud inherently has sparse, un-

ordered, and irregular data structure; capturing proper lo-

cal responses from points is desirable for the dense pre-

diction tasks. To enforce such local estimations, Point-

Net++ [34] introduces a U-shaped network. To do so,

this network adopts k-Neighbor Neighbor, Farthest Point

Sampling, and tri-linear interpolation to build hierarchi-

cal point sets. PointTransformer [58] introduces self-

attention into point cloud processing. Though PointTrans-

former [58] modifies basic layers using transformer, the

rest of the network, such as an asymmetric and heuristic

interpolation-based upsampling layer, remain analogous to

PointNet++ [34].

1In [5], ”MLP-like architecture” means variants of MLP-Mixer.

Transformer and MLP-like architecture. Transformer-

based architecture has recently become a game changer in

both natural language processing [8, 36, 41, 46] and com-

puter vision [4, 9, 14, 27, 30, 38, 45, 58]. Due to high com-

putational cost increasing quadratically with the number of

tokens, several works [27,38] conduct self-attention locally.

Recently, There exist trials to go beyond the hege-

mony of CNNs and transformer by introducing MLP-like

architectures. Two pioneering papers, MLP-Mixer [43]

and Synthesizer [41], introduce new architectural designs

solely using MLPs. MLP-Mixer [43] presents a MLP-like

network constituted of token-mixing MLPs and channel-

mixing MLPs for visual recognition tasks. Synthesizer [41]

investigates the true importance of dot-product based self-

attention. Then, the paper proposes a simple but effective

module that consists of MLPs and synthetic attention. In

contrast to MLP-Mixer, Synthesizer conditions tokens in-

dependently (Dense Synthesizer) or design global attention

weights that are not conditioned to tokens (Random Syn-

thesizer). Also, these are clearly different from dot-product

based self-attention that computes pairwise token interac-

tion in transformer [46].

Based on these pioneering studies, concurrent papers [5,

11, 18, 23, 25, 28, 44, 56, 57] address new issues and poten-

tials in MLP-like architectures. VisionPermutator [18] ef-

fectively preserves spatial dimensions of the input tokens

by separately processing token representation along the dif-

ferent dimensions. CycleMLP [5] is the first paper that in-

troduces a hierarchical MLP-like architecture for dense pre-

diction tasks. For pixel-level inference, this paper proposes

a cyclical style of pixel sampling strategy for spatial con-

text aggregation. ResMLP [44] demonstrates the potential

of MLPs for arbitrary length of input data which is relevant

to point cloud processing [6, 10, 58].

Despite their success, these modern MLP-like ap-

proaches have not yet been applied to point clouds. In this

paper, we propose PointMixer that demonstrates the appli-

cability of MLP-like architectures for point cloud under-

standing, including dense prediction tasks. In contrast to

PointTransformer, our network truly exploits the strength

of MLPs to operate mixing within/beyond sets of points.

By aggregating the point features in various dimensions, we

successfully conduct various tasks.

3. Method

In this section, we describe the details of our PointMixer

design. For the sake of clarity, we revisit the general for-

mulation of MLP-Mixer in comparison with representative

point-based approaches, such as PointNet, PointNet++ and

Point Transformer (Sec. 3.1). Then, we underline the rele-

vance of MLP-Mixer for point set operator (Sec. 3.2). Fi-

nally, we introduce our PointMixer layer (Sec. 3.3) that is

adopted in our entire network (Sec. 3.4).
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3.1. Preliminary

Let’s assume that we have a point cloud P∈RN×3 and

its corresponding point features X∈RN×C where C is the

length of a channel dimension and N is the number of

points. The objective is to learn a function f :X→Y to

produce the point features Y∈RN×C′

. Instead of process-

ing the entire point cloud directly, most approaches process

the data locally based on the points’ proximity. For this

purpose, k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) [20, 32, 59] has been

widely used to get an index map of neighbor points, we de-

note this operation as:

Mi = kNN(P,pi), (1)

where Mi is an index map of the K closest points of

a query point pi∈R
1×3. In general, given a query in-

dex i, the index map returns the index of the neighbor

points (Mi : i→j). Using this mapping relationship, we

can assign each point pi in P with its K closest point

set Pi={pk}
K
k=1

. This operation can be applied to all the

points such that P={Pi}
N
i=1

. Similarly, we build {Xi}
N
i=1

for every 3D point where Xi={xk}
K
k=1

is the neighboring

set of 3D point features whose corresponding location is pi.

PointNet [33] is a pioneering study that introduces deep

learning frameworks for the understanding of point clouds.

Due to the inherent difference of data structure between im-

ages and point clouds, this paper designs an affine transfor-

mation layer as follows:

y = ρ(Wx), (2)

where W is an affine transform matrix, x is a point feature

vector, y is the latent feature, and ρ is a non-linear acti-

vation function2. From the matrix Y = [y1, ...,yN]
⊤, the

feature matrix is pooled along its column direction to obtain

a permutation-invariant feature vector.

PointNet++ [34] addresses the problem of PointNet that

has difficulty in capturing local responses. To cope with this

problem, this paper utilizes kNN and Farthest Point Sam-

pling algorithm to build a pyramid encoder-decoder. Instead

of dealing with the entire point cloud directly, PointNet++

aggregates set-level responses as:

y = ρ(Wxk), s.t. ∀k ∈ Mi (3)

where Mi is an index map from kNN that indicates the in-

dexes of K closest points to a query point pi. By adopting

this grouping and sampling strategy, MLPs can capture lo-

cal responses from unordered 3D points.

PointTransformer [58] adopts vector subtraction atten-

tion as a similarity measurement to capture local responses.

Given a query point feature xi and its neighbor feature

2We omit the transformation module for simplicity.

set Xi, self attention densely relates token interaction as:

yi=
∑

k∈Mi

softmax
(

ψ(W1xi−W2xk+δ)
)(

W3xk+δ
)

,

(4)

where W indicates linear transformation matrix, yi is the

output feature for the i-th point. ψ denotes an MLPs to

calculate vector similarities, and δ is a positional encoding

vector to embed local structures of 3D points in the operator.

3.2. MLPMixer as Point Set Operator

MLP-Mixer [43] has achieved remarkable success by

only using MLPs for image classification. However, when

dealing with sparse and unordered points, the direct applica-

tion of the MLP-Mixer network is restricted. Let us revisit

MLP-Mixer to ease the understanding of our PointMixer.

The MLP-Mixer layer3 consists of token-mixing MLPs

and channel-mixing MLPs. MLP-Mixer takes K tokens

having C-dimensional features, denoted as X∈RK×C ,

where tokens are features from image patches. It begins

with token-mixing MLPs that transposes the spatial axis and

channel axis to mix spatial information.

X′ = X+ (W2 ρ(W1(LayerNorm(X))⊤))⊤, (5)

Then, it continues with channel-mixing MLPs so that input

tokens are mixed in spatial and channel dimensions.

Y = X′ +W4 ρ(W3LayerNorm(X′)), (6)

where W is the weight matrix of a linear function and ρ

is GeLU [17]. Mixing spatial and channel information are

permutation equivariant operators, and the global average

pooling is a symmetric function. Therefore, MLP-Mixer

network can be used for set operators where the outputs are

invariant to the permutation of input tokens [22, 43]. This

property is also satisfied in prior works [33, 58] and is es-

sential for point features extraction.

However, since MLP-Mixer network is designed for the

image classification, the mixed features pass global aver-

age pooling without positional embeddings, which regards

equal importance for each token. Moreover, as a point set

operator, vanilla MLP-Mixer layer only computes intra-set

relations as PointTransformer layer [58] does. From this

analysis, we observe room for improvement, especially in

the context of 3D point cloud analysis.

3.3. PointMixer

We introduce an approach to embed geometric relations

between points features into the MLP-Mixer’s framework.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the PointMixer layer takes a point

set Pi and its associated point features set Xi as inputs in

3We set the relation of terminologies as layer ⊂ block ⊂ network.
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Figure 2. PointMixer layer. Given a set of points Pi and their corresponding features Xi, PointMixer produces a new query feature

vector yi. In contrast to MLP-Mixer [43], we utilize relative position vector ∆pi,k for processing unstructured 3D points.

order to compute a feature vector yi. For a point pi, we can

aggregate the features of its neighboring points as follows:

sk = g2

(

[g1([xk; ∆pi,k]);h(∆pi,k)]
)

s.t. ∀k ∈ Mi, (7)

where g(·) is the channel-mixing MLPs, h(·) is a linear

function, and ∆pi,k:=pk−pi is the relative position vec-

tor. xk is a k-th element of the feature vector set Xi refer-

enced to a query point pi. [; ] represents vector concatena-

tion along the channel axis. As a result of this operation,

we obtain a score vector s=[s1, ..., sk, ..., sK ]. Finally, the

features of the K adjacent points are gathered to produce a

new feature vector yi as:

yi =
∑

k∈Mi

softmax(sk)⊙ g3(xk) s.t. ∀k ∈ Mi, (8)

where softmax(·) is the softmax function that normalizes

the spatial dimension, and ⊙ indicates an element-wise

multiplication. Note that this operation is different from the

global average pooling proposed in MLP-Mixer. As shown

in Fig. 2, PointMixer layer is defined as below:

yi = PointMixer(Xi,Pi). (9)

As a set operator, PointMixer layer has different charac-

teristics compared to the vanilla MLP-Mixer layer. First,

PointMixer layer sees relative positional information (∆p)

to encode the local structure of a point set. Second, the

vanilla MLP-Mixer layer does not have a softmax function.

Last, PointMixer layer does not have token-mixing MLPs.

Let us explain the reasons behind these differences.

No token mixing. While a given pixel in an image

systematically admits 8 adjacent pixels, in a point cloud,

each point can have an arbitrary number of neighbors. In

this context, MLPs are particularly desirable since they

can handle variable input lengths [44]. However, in MLP-

Mixer layer, the combined use of channel-mixing MLPs

and token-mixing MLPs prevents the process of an arbi-

trary number of points in a set. Let us briefly explain the

reason. As stated in Eq. 2, MLPs require the pre-defined di-

mensionality in channels for the affine transformation of the

incoming data. In token-mixing MLPs (Eq. 5), we switch

the channel axis and spatial axis, which fix the number of

input tokens (e.g., points). Thus, when we use both types of

MLPs in a layer, we can only take a pre-defined number of

points with fixed channel dimensionality.

Inspired by Synthesizer [41], we alleviate this problem

by replacing the token-mixing MLPs with a softmax func-

tion. In our point of view, the softmax function weakly

binds token-wise information in a non-parametric manner

(i.e., normalization). By doing so, PointMixer is able to cal-

culate various cardinality of point sets. Thus, as in Fig. 3,

PointMixer becomes a universal point operator for mixing

various types of points: inter-set mixing, intra-set mixing,

and pyramid-mixing.

Intra-set mixing. Given a point set Pi and its cor-

responding feature set Xi, intra-set mixing aims to com-

pute point-wise interaction within each set. This is close

to the popular set operators, transformer [46] and MLP-

Mixer [43]. Based on the index map Mi from kNN, the

PointMixer layer updates a query feature xi using its neigh-

bor feature set Xi, as in Eq. 7 and Eq. 8. While this layer

well mixes the point-wise information, the receptive field is

bounded within a set.

Inter-set mixing. Inter-set mixing is a new concept of

spreading point features between different sets. Using the

index mapping Mi from kNN, we can trace back to find

another set Xj that includes a query point pi as their neigh-

bors (i.e., M−1

i : j→i). This process can be viewed as

the inverse version of clustering. For example in Fig. 3,

we apply kNN on each query point where K=3. As a

result (Fig. 3-(a)), red point (⋆) is included in three sets

(X⋆,X⋆,X⋆), but green point (⋆) is clustered to two sets

(X⋆,X⋆). When we apply the inverse mapping M−1

(Fig. 3-(b)), we collect the red point from three sets and

the green points from two sets4. In shorts, inverse map-

4Note that we have a chance to collect variable number of points after

we conduct an inverse mapping M−1.
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Figure 3. Applicability of PointMixer: a universal point set operation for inter-set mixing, intra-set mixing, and pyramid mixing.
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Figure 4. Comparison of two transition down schemes: sym-

metric (ours) and asymmetric [34, 58].

ping M−1:j→i finds the set index j that includes a target

point pi. The purpose of inter-set mixing is to aggregate the

point responses that are originated from the same point pi

but grouped in various sets Xj .

Symmetric pyramid mixing. PointMixer is generally

applicable for the transition of two point clouds. For in-

stance, let’s prepare a point set Ps={pi}
N ′

i=1
by sampling

points from original set Po (i.e., Ps⊂Po). Using a point

pi∈Ps, we calculate its neighbor among Po and obtain in-

dex mapping Mi. By putting Mi in Eq. 7 and Eq. 8, we

can readily pass the feature from Po to Ps. This is the case

for the point cloud downsampling.

For dense prediction tasks, such as semantic segmen-

tation or point reconstruction, it is often required to build

U-shaped networks (U-Nets) to utilize both low- and high-

level features, and the U-Nets involve point downsam-

pling and upsampling. Interestingly, we notice that conven-

tional of U-Nets in both PointNet++ [34] and PointTrans-

former [58] is not symmetric in terms of downsampling and

upsampling. It is because the spatial grouping is performed

asymmetrically. For instance, the conventional approach

builds an index map S for the downsampling:

Mi = kNN(Po,pi) s.t. ∀i ∈ S (10)

After that, conventional approaches build another kNN

map O for the upsampling.

Mj = kNN(Ps,pj) s.t. ∀j ∈ O (11)

However, this is not symmetric because nearest neighbor

is not a symmetric function: even if pi’s nearest neighbor

is pj , pj’s nearest neighbor may not pi. Fig. 4 shows an

illustration of asymmetric downsampling and upsampling.

Instead, we can use the inverse mapping of M−1

i : j→i

(Fig. 3-(b)) instead of making a new index mapping. See

Fig. 4 for the symmetric upsampling. In this manner, the

proposed PointMixer layer keeps using the same k-Nearest

Neighbor mapping for the upsampling. The benefit of this

approach is that it does not introduce additional k-Nearest

Neighbor search. As illustrated in Fig. 5-(b) of the transition

down block, we use Farthest point sampling [34] to produce

Ps from Po. Then, we utilize kNN to cluster Ps from Po.

The resulting point locations are used to calculate the rela-

tive distance ∆p. In the transition up block, we keep using

the index map M calculated in the transition down block.

To this end, we apply PointMixer layer (Eq. 9) in transition

up/down while maintaining the symmetric relation between

the sampled point cloud Ps and the original points Po.

3.4. Network Architecture

In this section, we describe the details of our MLP-

like encoder-decoder architecture as in Fig. 5. Our net-

work is composed of several MLP blocks, such as the

transition down blocks, transition up blocks, and Mixer

blocks. For a fair comparison, our network mainly follows

the proposed hyper-parameters in PointTransformer [58]

for network composition. Overall, our network takes a

deep pyramid-style network that progressively downsam-

ples points to obtain global features. For dense prediction

tasks, such as semantic segmentation, we include upsam-

pling blocks for per-point estimation. Finally, our header

block is designed for task-specific solutions. For classifi-

cation, we take fully-connected layers, dropout layers, and

global average pooling. For semantic segmentation and

point reconstruction, the header block consists of MLPs

without pooling layers. Please refer to our supplementary

material for more details of our architecture.
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4. Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the efficacy and versatility

of the proposed PointMixer for various point cloud under-

standing tasks, including: semantic segmentation, point re-

construction, and object classification.

4.1. Semantic Segmentation

To validate the effectiveness of PointMixer for semantic

segmentation, we propose an evaluation on the large-scale

point cloud dataset S3DIS [3] consisting of 271 room re-

constructions. Each 3D point of this dataset is assigned

to one label among 13 semantic categories. For the sake

of fairness, we meticulously follow the widely used eval-

uation protocol proposed by PointTransformer [58]. For

training, we set the batch size as 2 and use the SGD op-

timizer with momentum and weight decay set to 0.9 and

0.0001 respectively5. For evaluation, we use the class-wise

mean Intersection of Union (mIoU), class-wise mean accu-

racy (mAcc), and overall point-wise accuracy (OA).

As shown in Table 1, PointMixer achieves the state-of-

the-art performance in S3DIS [3] Area 5. Even in class-

wise accuracy, PointMixer network outperforms Point-

Transformer [58], except for a few classes. While various

studies [12, 31, 58] underline the necessity of dense point-

wise interaction through dot-product attention, PointMixer

successfully outperforms these approaches, even without

dense token-wise computation. Similar to Synthesizer [41],

our work questions the necessity for dot-product attention.

5The training detail are described in the supplementary material.

4.2. Point Cloud Reconstruction

To highlight the versatility of our approach, we propose

a large-scale assessment for the newly introduced task of

point cloud reconstruction [2] where an inaccurate point

cloud is jointly denoised, densified, and completed. This

experiment is also particularly interesting to evaluate the

generalization capabilities of networks since it allows us to

test methods in unmet environments. In details, this pa-

per [2] uses synthetic/object dataset (ShapeNetPart [55])

for training, then evaluates the reconstruction accuracy in

the unmet scenes, such as real-world/room-scale 3D scans

(ScanNet [7]) and synthetic/room-scale point cloud (ICL-

NUIM [15]). Specifically, we train on the synthetic objects

of ShapeNetPart [55] and evaluate the reconstruction accu-

racy on on unmet scenes from ScanNet [7] (real reconstruc-

tion) and ICL-NUIM [15] (synthetic data).

Note that in [2], the point reconstruction is performed

in two stages: 1) point upsampling via a sparse hourglass

network, 2) denoising and refinement via transformer net-

work. For this evaluation, we propose to replace the second

stage of this pipeline with various architectures (i.e. Point-

Mixer network and previous studies [33,34,58]) to compare

their performances. Under the same data augmentation and

data pre-processing as in [2, 24], we train PointMixer and

previous studies [33, 34, 58]. For evaluation, we utilize the

Chamfer distance (i.e., Chamf.) to measure the discrepancy

between the predictions and the ground truth point clouds.

Additionally, we use the accuracy (i.e., Acc.), completeness

(i.e., Comp.), and F1 score to calculate the accuracy of the

reconstruction in occupancy aspects [1, 19, 21, 54].
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Method OA mAcc mIoU ceiling floor wall beam column window door table chair sofa bookcase board clutter

PointNet [33] - 49.0 41.1 88.8 97.3 69.8 0.1 3.9 46.3 1.8 59.0 52.6 5.9 40.3 26.4 33.2

PCCN [49] - 67.0 58.3 92.3 96.2 75.9 0.3 6.0 69.5 63.5 66.9 65.6 47.3 68.9 59.1 46.2

MinkowskiNet [6] - 71.7 65.4 91.8 98.7 86.2 0.0 34.1 48.9 62.4 81.6 89.8 47.2 74.9 74.4 58.6

KPConv [42] - 72.8 67.1 92.8 97.3 82.4 0.0 23.9 58.0 69.0 81.5 91.0 75.4 75.3 66.7 58.9

PointTrans [58] 90.8 76.5 70.4 94.0 98.5 86.3 0.0 38.0 63.4 74.3 89.1 82.4 74.3 80.2 76.0 59.3

PointMixer (ours) 90.8 77.4 71.3 94.2 98.2 86.0 0.0 43.8 62.1 78.5 90.6 82.2 73.9 79.8 78.5 59.4

Table 1. Quantitative results on semantics segmentation in S3DIS dataset.

Method
ShapeNet-Part ScanNet ICL-NUIM

Chamf.(↓) Acc.(↑) Comp.(↑) F1(↑) Chamf.(↓) Acc.(↑) Comp.(↑) F1(↑) Chamf.(↓) Acc.(↑) Comp.(↑) F1(↑)

PointNet [33] 1.33 63.2 38.8 48.2 3.05 37.51 27.79 32.58 2.98 46.89 33.23 38.11

PointNet++ [33] 1.25 65.1 39.0 50.1 2.97 38.25 29.54 33.41 2.88 48.77 35.77 39.85

PointRecon [2] 1.19 81.02 40.41 53.4 2.86 40.42 30.24 34.08 2.78 54.11 38.09 43.55

PointTrans [58] 1.12 75.9 40.9 52.7 2.79 41.10 32.14 35.56 2.57 51.06 36.38 41.64

PointMixer (ours) 1.10 77.12 41.5 53.5 2.74 42.12 33.53 37.81 2.43 56.51 38.16 44.74

Table 2. Point cloud reconstruction results. Note that ↑ means higher the better, and vice versa for ↓.

Input PointTransformer PointMixer Ground Truth

Figure 6. Qualitative results in semantic segmentation.

E
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Figure 7. Qualitative results in point reconstruction.

Method input mAcc OA

PointNet [33] point 86.2 89.2

PointNet++ [34] point - 91.9

DGCNN [50] point 90.2 92.2

KPConv [42] point - 92.9

PointTrans [58] point 90.6 93.7

PointMixer (ours) point 90.3 92.7

Table 3. Shape classification results in ModelNet40 dataset.

Although our network is solely trained in a syn-

thetic/object dataset, as in Table 2, our network can gener-

alize towards unmet scenes including real-world 3D scans

(ScanNet) and synthetic/room-scale point clouds [15].

Moreover, our method compares favorably to previous

transformer-based studies [2, 58] as well as conventional

MLP-based strategies [33, 34]. In particular, the perfor-

mance gap between ours and previous studies become larger

in the ScanNet and ICL-NUIM dataset.
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4.3. Shape Classification

The ModelNet40 [51] dataset has 12K CAD models with

40 object categories. We follow the official train/val/test

splits to train and evaluate ours and the previous studies. For

fair comparison, we follow the data augmentation and pre-

processing as proposed in PointNet++ [34], which is also

adopted in the recent studies [29, 42, 58]. For evaluation,

we adopt the mean accuracy within each category (mAcc),

and the overall accuracy over all classes (OA). The results

presented in Table 3 show that our approach remains com-

petitive against recently proposed techniques. Classification

is the only presented task where PointMixer demonstrates

lower results than Point Transformer. It might suggest that

certain global description tasks might not fully require the

larger receptive field offered by PointMixer.

4.4. Ablation Study

We conduct an ablation study about PointMixer. First,

we proceed case study of our PointMixer (Table 4). Second,

we analyze the influence of positional encoding on Point-

Mixer (Table 5). Last, we compare PointMixer that is free

from token-mixing MLPs (Table 6).

A universal point operator. PointMixer can be applica-

ble to act as inter-set mixing, intra-set mixing, and pyramid

mixing. Each mixing operator consists of simple MLPs

with the softmax function but covers a different set of

points. As in Table 4, it turns out that each type of mixing

consistently improves the accuracy of both semantic seg-

mentation and point cloud reconstruction. It implies that

the various ways of sharing points’ responses are beneficial

for point cloud understanding.

Positional encodings. MLP-Mixer [37] does not explicitly

emphasize the necessity of positional encodings [9, 46] for

image classification tasks. However, to handle unstructured

3D points, relative position information is the starting key

to understanding 3D points. As in Table 5, there is a large

performance gap when we intentionally omit positional en-

codings in our PointMixer layer. In particular, positional

encoding is most precious in intra-set mixing.

Unnecessary token-mixing MLPs. We validate our

claims about the role of a softmax function, i.e., weakly

binding tokens. While maintaining the rest of the condi-

tion as we design for the final PointMixer layer, we inten-

tionally erase a softmax function in all PointMixer layers

and include token-mixing MLPs, as proposed in the vanilla

MLP-Mixers. Table 6 demonstrates that even without ex-

plicit use of token-mixing MLPs, our PointMixer success-

fully achieves similar accuracy in semantic segmentation

and point reconstruction.

Preserve (X) Semantic seg Point recon

PointMixer
mIoU mAcc Chamf.(↓) F1(↑)

Inter-set Intra-set Pyramid-mix

X 0.6918 0.7582 1.125 53.48

X X 0.6910 0.7565 1.120 53.50

X X 0.6926 0.7655 1.111 53.52

X X X 0.7136 0.7740 1.109 53.65

Table 4. Ablation study about mixing operations.

Preserve (X) Semantic seg Point recon

Positional encodings in
mIoU mAcc Chamf.(↓) F1(↑)

Inter-set Intra-set Pyramid-mix

0.6471 0.7178 1.130 52.98

X 0.6593 0.7252 1.130 52.95

X 0.6398 0.7047 1.130 53.04

X X 0.6612 0.7292 1.123 53.59

X 0.6959 0.7627 1.116 53.59

X X 0.7020 0.7677 1.134 52.45

X X 0.6993 0.7654 1.127 53.50

X X X 0.7136 0.7740 1.109 53.65

Table 5. Ablation study about positional encoding.

Preserve (X) Semantic seg Point recon

Mix of what?
mIoU mAcc Chamf.(↓) F1(↑)

Channel Token Softmax

X 0.5831 0.6647 1.233 48.55

X X 0.7105 0.7733 1.119 53.27

X X 0.7136 0.7740 1.109 53.65

Table 6. Ablation study about token-mixing MLPs.

5. Limitation

PointMixer network shows the best performance in

dense prediction tasks, but not in object classification task.

Since MLP-Mixer is originally designed for image classifi-

cation, we do not expect MLPs are the reason. Since we did

not provide the reasonable explanation, we will further in-

vestigate this problem for the upgraded PointMixer design.

6. Conclusion

We propose the first MLP-like architecture for point

cloud understanding. Our network is equipped with a uni-

versal point set operator, PointMixer, Regardless of the car-

dinality of a point set, PointMixer layer can be used to -

mix - point responses in various ways, such as inter-set

mixing, intra-set mixing, and pyramid-mixing. Extensive

experiments demonstrate the competitive or superior per-

formance of PointMixer network compared to transformer-

based studies, including dense prediction tasks. The results

imply that MLPs with geometric encodings are still promis-

ing compared to the transformer-based networks with dense

token-wise interaction or the vanilla MLP-Mixer network

using token/channel-wise mixing, respectively.
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